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ABSTRACT
Background: Adipose-Derived Stem Cells (ADSCs) have provided new prospects in the treatment of impaired wound healing;
however, the therapeutic eﬀect of ADSCs requires improvement. Nitroglycerin Ointment (NTGO) has been shown to enhance the
proliferation of mesenchymal stem cells and promote wound healing. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the eﬃcacy of
combining NTGO and ADSCs as a superior wound healing treatment, which was assessed in a mouse model.
Methods: Two splinted dorsal full-thickness skin defects (6 mm in diameter) were made in mice: NTGO was applied to one defect
and the other was treated with conventional ointment as a control. ADSCs labeled with the ﬂuorescent probe PKH-26were intravenously
injected to the mice, and the paired wounds on were evaluated. For comparison, another group of mice with the same treatment of paired
wounds received only saline injection without ADSCs.
Results: The number of recruited ADSCs at the NTGO-applied wounds was signiﬁcantly higher than that in the conventional
ointment-applied wounds, and the NTGO-applied wounds were signiﬁcantly narrower than those of the control at day 4 and day 7 in the
groups with ADSC injection.
Conclusion: The wound-healing rate was accelerated in the NTGO-applied wound compared with that in the control.
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INTRODUCTION

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Adipose-Derived Stem Cells (ADSCs) are known to home to the
sites of injury or inflammation and can thus accelerate the woundhealing process [1,2]. This homing behavior of ADSCs to specific
sites occurs upon their intravenous [3-5] or intra-arterial [6,7]
administration. However, the specific mechanism underlying ADSC
homing remains unclear, which is essential to best apply these cells in
targeted therapies.

ADSC isolation and characterization

Two possible mechanisms of ADSC homing have been suggested:
active and passive homing [8]. Ley et al. [9] suggested that ADSCs
actively home to the inflamed endothelium through selectin- and
integrin-mediated cell arrest. By contrast, Walczak, et al. [10]
demonstrated the passive entrapment of ADSCs in capillaries
or microvessels. The pitfall of ADSCs homing is that only 1% of
administered ADSCs can successfully home in vivo [11], which limits
their therapeutic application potential.
To overcome this limitation, various studies have reported the
enhanced therapeutic response of ADSCs by additional factors.
Brenner, et al. [12] used retroviral vectors encoding homing receptors
such as CXCR4 to enhance ADSC homing. Lin, et al. [13] showed
that combined treatment with sildenafil and ADSCs more effectively
preserved the heart function of rats with dilated cardiomyopathy than
treatment with either alone. However, these strategies focused on the
active mechanism of ADSC homing, while the passive mechanism
remains unclear. We have been focusing more on the passive
entrapment of ADSCs because the size of ADSC clusters is known to
be enlarged during in vitro culture [14].
Nitroglycerin (NTG) is a potent vasodilator that relaxes the
vascular smooth muscles [15]. NTG is also known to stimulate the
cell proliferation and osteoblastic differentiation of mesenchymal
stem cells, and can be administered through intravenous, oral, or
cutaneous routes. The cutaneous application of NTG as an ointment
is non-invasive, provides sustained hemodynamic effects, and can be
conveniently discontinued [16].In particular, Nitroglycerin Ointment
(NTGO) has been shown to increase dermal blood flow [17] and
improve the rate of wound healing [18]. Therefore, we hypothesized
that NTGO may enlarge the terminal vessels near wound beds and
that ADSCs would be able to reach these wounds more efficiently
before being arrested passively, thus enhancing their homing ability.
To test this hypothesis, we evaluated the efficacy of combining NTGO
and ADSCs as a superior wound healing treatment in a mouse model.
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We harvested the inguinal fat tissues from two male ICR mice
purchased from ORIENT Inc. (Seongnam, Seoul). ADSCs were
isolated and cultured according to our previously described method
[19]. ADSCs were identified according to positive expression of the
markers CD44, CD90, and CD105, and negative for CD31 and CD45
[20]. For cell tracking, ADSCs were labeled with PKH-26 (Mini261Kt, Sigma-Aldrich), which was incorporated into the lipid region of
the cell membrane [1]. For intravenous injection, 5×105 ADSCs were
mixed with 100 μl of normal saline.
Wound model
Fifteen 5-week-old male ICR mice were used to establish wound
models in this study. The mice were fed a standardized diet for 1 week
during the adjustment period prior to the experiment. The mice were
epilated using NiClean (Ildong, Seoul, Korea) before the experiment.
Under anesthesia, two identical wounds were made on the back of
each mouse using a 6-mm punch biopsy device (Kai Medical, Seki
City, Japan) to compare the effect of NTGO with that of a control
conventional ointment. The wounds were located at a relatively
cephalic position to prevent self-harming. Silicone splints (Bioplexus,
CA, USA) with a 6-mm-diameter hole were fixed on each wound to
prevent contraction and to estimate the change in wound size [2]. The
splints were fixed at the wound margin using prolene 5-0 (Ethicon,
NJ, USA). The two wounds were separated to the greatest extend from
each other as possible to minimize any reciprocal local effects (Figure
1).
Different ointments were applied to both wounds on each mouse
after fixing the splint: NTGO (Pasarect; Daehwa, Seoul, Korea)
was applied on one wound, while practical ophthalmic ointment
(Effexin; Ildone, Seoul, Korea) was applied on the other wound. The
wounds were then covered with Tegaderm film (3M, MN, USA).
Then the prepared ADSC suspensions were injected into each mouse
intravenously through retrobulbar injection.
Pictures of the wounds were taken on days 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 to
measure the wound size after crust removal. Wound sizes were
measured using the ImageJ program (National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD, USA) from the digital photographs. The wound tissues
were excised after measurement on day 7 to identify the migration of
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ADSCs to the wound site. The wounded tissue and the surrounding
skin were carefully excised and fixed in 10% formalin overnight at
4°C. All experiments of this study was approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee of our institution [18-0037-S1A0
(4)].
Fluorescence microscopy
Homing of ADSCs was detected by observing the DAPI-stained
tissues using fluorescence microscopy [19]. The number of recruited
PKH-26-stained ADSCs wascounted from three randomly selected
areas on each slide.
In vivo Imaging System (IVIS)

Figure 2: Fluorescence microscopy of wound tissues at 7 days after systemic
injection of PKH-26-labeled ADSCs. PKH-26-labeled ADSCs can be seen (red)
among the cells stained with DAPI identiﬁed in the wound tissue (blue).

ADSCs were labeled with PKH26 (Mini26-1Kt, Sigma-Aldrich)
prior to injection, which results in a yellow-orange fluorescence
identified at 551 nm excitation and 567 nm emission [21]. The
Lumina system (Perkin Elmer, USA) was used to detect the PKH26
signal after ADSC injection for confirmation.
Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using the IBM SPSS
Statistics 23 package (Chicago, IL, USA). Student’s t-test was used to
compare data between two groups in each case.
Figure 3: Tracking the migration of ADSCs to the wound site with an in vivo
imaging system. The signal from PKH-26-labeled ADSCs was tracked at days
1, 3, 5, and 7.

RESULTS
Histologic analysis
Fluorescence microscopy showedthe red-colored PKH-26stained ADSCs scattered throughout the DAPI-stained background
tissues (Figure 2).
The average number of recruited ADSCs at the NTGO-applied
wounds and conventional ointment-applied wounds was 11.7 ± 6.5
and 6.2 ± 4.4, respectively, representing a statistically significant
difference (p < 0.004).
In vivo imaging
Migration of ADSCs to the wound site was tracked using IVIS at
days 1, 3, 5, and 7. Increased signals from PKH-26-labeled ADSCs
were observed at the wound site from day 3 and were maintained
until day 7 (Figure 3.)
Wound size
The size of NTGO-applied wounds was not significantly different

Figure 1: Wound model in 5-week-old male ICR mice. After epilation, two
identical wounds were created on the back of each mouse using a 6-mm punch
biopsy device. Silicone splints with a 6-mm-diameter hole were ﬁxed on each
wound.
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compared with that of the control from day 1 to day 7 in the groups
with saline injection (Table 1). However, the size of NTGO-applied
wounds was significantly narrower than that of the control at day 4
and day 7 in the groups that received ADSC injection (Table 2, Figure
4).

DISCUSSION
ADSCs have been widely used in the field of plastic and
reconstructive surgery, which overcome some of the limitations of
bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells, such as morbidity of
the donor site and a low cell number upon processing [22,23]. ADSCs
have been used in several trials to reconstruct soft tissue defects
[24,25] and enhance the wound-healing process [26,27].
ADSCs can be injected directly as local implants, although this
may disrupt the highly complex microenvironment of the targeted
sites [28].The therapeutic effect of ADSCs is achieved by their
differentiation ability, as well as by the paracrine effect of their
released cytokines [3,29]. Therefore, some researchers suggested
systemic administration as the preferred method of ADSC delivery.
Although the passive mechanism of ADSC homing is unclear,
Walczak, et al. [10] explored this mechanism during the intra-arterial
delivery of ADSCs, and found that engraftment was higher when
the microvascular circulation was compromised. In the group with
preserved microvasculature, the engraftment rate was lower and
distribution to non-desirable sites was increased.
NTGO was first described for the management of angina pectoris
[30] and is now widely used for treating anal fissures, pressure sores,
and peripheral tissue ischemia [31-34]. In the context of wound
healing, NTGO has been reported as effective in preventing skin flap
necrosis [35-38]. NTGO relaxes the smooth muscles in the vessel
wall and dilates both the veins and arteries. NTGO also stimulates
the synthesis of prostacyclin, a potent vasodilator and inhibitor of
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Table 1: Measurement of the wound area in mice without ADSC injection.
Day 1
Wound area
(%)

Day 2

Day 3

Day 5

Day 7

N

100

84.1 ± 16.6 53.0 ± 9.8 43.1 ± 15.8 24.3 ± 12.9

C

100

78.1 ± 21.6 52.4 ± 25.4 26.0 ± 11.3 15.8 ± 6.5
0.409

P-value

0.967

0.182

0.274

ADSC: Adipose-Derived Stem Cell; N: Nitroglycerin-applied wound; C: Control
Values are presented as the mean ± SD.

Table 2: Measurement of the wound area in the groups with ADSC injection.
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 5

Day 7

Wound area (%) N

100 81.4 ± 11.7 65.7 ± 14.8 56.5 ± 18.1 45.2 ± 19.4

C

100 86.4 ± 10.1 74.4 ± 13.0 65.6 ± 14.8 56.9 ± 12.3

P-value

0.189

0.036

0.050

0.002

ADSC: Adipose-Derived Stem Cell; N: Nitroglycerin-applied wound; C: Control
Values are presented as the mean ± SD.

The main limitation of this study is that NTGO might affect
other nearby control wounds as a paracrine effect, which should
be evaluated. Further, for clinical translation, the study needs to
be repeated in other animal models such as pigs, because the skin
properties of mice differ from those of humans.

CONCLUSION
Homing of ADSCs was increased to the NTGO-applied wound
compared with the control. Further, the wound-healing rate was
accelerated in the NTGO-applied wound compared with that in the
control.
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